3M™ Fire Barrier Quick Pass Device name change to
3M™ Fire Barrier Pass-Through Device

Due to similar product names in the market place, 3M has changed the name of the 3M Fire Barrier Quick Pass Device to 3M Fire Barrier Pass-Through Device to ensure differentiation with competitive products.

At the present time, all UL systems have been updated to reflect the new name. Since the product has not been altered, the current devices labeled 3M Fire Barrier Quick Pass Device may be used until current stock is depleted. If questions arise about the new name and the UL Directory change, please provide this bulletin as a 3M support document to justify use of the current stock.

No change.

The re-labeled product will be incorporated into our supply chain when the existing product is depleted.

The UPCs that are in your current price page will remain the same:

- 4" Round Device 000-51115-16598-6
- 4" Round Mounting Brackets 000-51115-18754-4
- 2-1/2" Square Device 000-51115-16596-2
- 2-1/2" Square Single Mounting Brackets 000-51115-18750-6
- 2-1/2" Square Triple Mounting Brackets 000-51115-18751-3
- 4" Square Device 000-51115-16597-9
- 4" Square Single Mounting Brackets 000-51115-18752-0
- 4" Square Triple Mounting Brackets 000-51115-18753-7
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